
Company Profile 
1 Who we are? (About the Company) 
Team who has passion for technologies, researching, learning and creating great software intensive 

solutions. Team who loves to help people to overcome their challenges, support the community and 

other businesses. Team who wants to instruct the young children not to dream of toys or sweets but 

instruct them to dream of infrastructure. 

Hi there, we are Epic3! 

We are software development company founded by experienced software engineers and managers 

in IT industry. We are located in Skopje, capital of Macedonia (Europe). 

During the years of professional experience, we kept our focus on realization of business software 

solutions. Our main purpose is supporting businesses in the process of achieving their goals by 

providing bespoke software solutions / business applications. Our primary passion is utilizing 

technologies to build useful systems, but we fully understand the importance of delivering business 

values to our customers.  

The success of our customers and partners who use our solutions, we consider our success too. 

Thank you for your interest in our company. 

We are looking forward to your message which will express your wish for more information about 

how we can help to you in the process of achieving your goals. 

Why we? Because we care! 

Best regards,  

Petkovski, Petrushev, Buraliev 

2 The story behind E3 (Background of the company) 
 

3 How experienced are we? (Company competences) 
We are small and young business (January 2017) but the members of our small team have significant 

experience in realization of software solutions and software intensive systems. 

The Epic3 team members have over 15 years of professional experience in realization of bespoke 

software solutions. We provide software development services meaning that we are dealing with 

technologies, development platforms, servers, software frameworks, like lots of other software 

development service providers out there. 

But, what we also understand and we are taking it in consideration as very important perspective of 

our work is: 

 Dedication 

We can offer capacity that will be fully focused on tasks required by the accepted working 

agreement. 

 

 Quality communication 

We understand that this is the basis for outstanding cooperation and we understand the 
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importance of having a communication on time for all issues, specific scenarios and risks so 

we can make a mitigation plan to minimize or prevent the undesired consequences. 

 

 Delivery approach 

We have delivery-oriented mindsets, focusing on priority goals that has to be reached in a 

defined time frame. We love to use and utilized development but our approach is mostly 

focus on delivering business values for our customer. 

Our core competences can be grouped in the following segments: 

 Domain and industry knowledge 

 Application lifecycle management experience 

 Specific technologies, platforms and tools that we use to provide great solutions 

3.1 Domain and Industry Knowledge 
 Public and business registry (for instance Registry of legal entities, Registry of pledge and 

lease, Registry of annual accounts, Registry of Immovables) 

 Sports betting 

 E-commerce 

 System Integration 

3.2 Application lifecycle Management Experience 
 Managing IT Projects 

 Development of requirements model 

 Development of design model for software systems and software intensive systems 

 Implementation of the software solution according the design model 

 Stabilization of the software solution and going live 

 Taking care for everything  

3.3 Expertise 
 Enterprise information and integration solutions 

 Electronic data services implementation  

 SOA based architecture: Design and Implementation 

 Business process modeling 

 Responsive web and mobile web applications 

 Responsive web and mobile web applications 

3.33.4 SpecificSpecific technologies, platforms and tools that we use to provide great 

solutions 
 Modeling/design languages: UML, OWL, BPMN 

 Ultimate Server platforms: Windows Server, IIS 

 Programming and script languages: C#, Java, C++, C, Pascal, JavaScript (jQuery, Bootstrap, 

Knockout, Typescript, Angular) 

 Web technologies: HTML, CSS, REST/SOAP Web services, WCF, MVC, ASP.NET Web Forms, 

WIF 

 Databases: MS SQL (T-SQL), NoSQL database programming 

 Frameworks tools and Libraries: .NET Framework, AJAX 

 Data representation and modeling knowledge: XML, XSLT, RDF, RDFS, SPARQL 
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 Windows-based application development: WPF, Win Forms 

 Messaging platforms: RabbitMQ 

4 Services 
We provide software development services. Our list of services includes: 

 Project Management 

We are collecting information about customer business needs and goals that has to be 

reached by developing the required software solution. After we have enough information 

we choose the project management approach which can be some of the: 

o Modern and agile approaches or (for instance Lean, Scrum) 

o Traditional and more formal approaches (for instance Waterfall) 

o Hybrid or custom methodology 

 

 Custom Development 

Custom/Bespoke software development is a software that is specially developed for some 

specific organization or other user. This way we can have a focus to tackle the specific 

challenges of our customers and provide best possible solution for the business.  

This service includes: 

o Web, Mobile and Desktop applications 

o UI and UX Design & Prototyping 

o Enterprise Application Integration 

 

 Product Development 

 QA Management and Testing 

 Software Maintenance and Support 

 Training for young software developers 

Our team members worked on projects for customers such as: 

 Central Registry of Republic of Macedonia 

 Business Registers Agency Serbia 

5 Working Methodology 
We are inspired by lean methodologies in both manufacturing and software development. 

That's why we encourage our teams and coworkers to follow these basic lean principles: 

 Eliminating the waste by selecting the truly valuable features for the system and deliver 

them in small batches. 

 Empowering small teams that provide creative solutions where everyone is an expert in its 

field. 

 Delivering as fast as possible so that valuable information can be extracted from the 

feedback earlier in the development process. 

6 Our Location (Contact Us) 
We are located in Skopje the capital of Macedonia. 
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You can travel to Skopje by car, bus, train or airplane. Some of the direct and frequent flights to 

Skopje are from: Vienna, Rome, Paris, Zagreb, Bergamo, Istanbul, Cologne, Basel, Belgrade, 

Ljubljana, London, Malmö, Zurich, Eindhoven, Dortmund, Treviso, Memmingen, Stockholm, 

Gothenburg, Dusseldorf, Barcelona, Milan. 

You can reach us during the period between 09:00 and 17:00 (UTC+01:00) Monday to Friday by the 

following communication channels or send us e-mail and we will get back to you ASAP. 

E-mail: contact@epic3.net  

Phone:  

Address:  

We will be glad if we can help you. 
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